2016 FIS Host Program
Booklist

Books recommended by students participating in 2016 FIS Host Program as a way to get a glimpse of life in their home countries

Age of Ambition—Chasing Fortune, Truth, and Faith in the New China by Evan Osnos (a student from China)
Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (a student from Tanzania)
Bodas de Sangre by Federico Garcia Lorca (a student from Spain)
A Long Way Gone by Ishmael Beah (a student from Sierra Leone)
A Thousand Years of Good Prayers by Yiyun Li (a student from China)
Christ Stopped at Eboli by Carlo Levi (a student from Italy)
Kokoro by Soseki Natsume (a student from Japan)
Les Années by Annie Ernaux (a student from France)
One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (a student from Russia)
Os Maias by José Maria de Eça de Queiroz (a student from Portugal)
River Town or Country Driving by Peter Hessler (a student from China)
Schoolgirl by Osama Dazai (a student from Japan)
Season of Migration to the North by Tayeb Saleh (a student from Morocco)
Seven Years in Tibet by Heinrich Harrer (a student from India)
So Long a Letter by Mariama Bâ (a student from Senegal)
The Bridge on the Drina by Ivo Andrić (a student from Serbia)
The Guacho Martin Fierro by José Hernández (a student from Argentina)
Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontë (a student from the United Kingdom)

All works by Gabriel Garcia Marquez (a student from Colombia)